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2013 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 

PRESIDENT: Jeff Walker (14)  

(540) 239-9131  

PRES. ELECT: Bob Denton (15) 

(703) 726-8030  

PAST PRES.: Ryan Reed (13) 

(703) 737-8426  

TREASURER: Matt Tolley (14) 

(703) 470-0845  

SECRETARY: Nan Gray (14) 

(540) 544-7791  

Member: Alex Blackburn (13) 

(540) 539-1307  

Member: Bob Melby (13) 

(703) 505-1437  

Member: David Hall (14) 

(540) 381-0309  

Member: Shannon Hill (14) 

(804) 264-2228  

NRCS Liaison: Rachael Stull  

VPISU Liaison: John Galbraith  

Exec. Sec.: Jeff Miller 

(540) 382-7310 

CALL for NOMINATIONS are an ongoing process. Everyone gets a turn, so let us know when we 
can recruit you for a VAPSS Officer, Board Member or committee position. Help us make VAPSS 

the “go to” place for Soil Science and Soil Scientists.  Call any of the Board members if 
you’d like to volunteer to improve our coverage by offering your expertise and 
perspective. Likewise the newsletter is always looking for your articles to describe 
topics, experiences or views which you would like to share with the membership. 

VAPSS 2014 

Playing on Liquid, Looking at River Soil 
  May 17 & 18, 2014 

Geomorphology Taxonomy   Soil mapping   
   Alluvial fans Fluvial fans and deposits 

   http://www.vapss.org/ 

Soil Scientists at Play               VAPSS is a Co-Sponsor with Virginia 

Tech  
 

 

LOST & FOUND :    This is where you call me and let me know you saw a friend. 

We’re missing some folks, and welcome back anyone who has gotten lost in the 

various transitions. It’s time for VAPSS spring renewal’s great bargain on 

membership. $100/Regular Member, $15/Student Member 

 

VAPSS Mission:  To recognize soils as a non-renewable natural resource and the practice of soil science as an interpretive 

science; to ensure a class of professionals exists that can properly utilize the large investment the Commonwealth of Virginia has 

made in the Soil Survey and to ensure the practice of soil science and evaluation meets established minimum standards of 

education, experience, ethical conduct and professional responsibility and to prevent abuses in the practice of soil science by 

untrained or unprincipled individuals. 

    

 

BECOME A MEMBER OF THE VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION OF 

PROFESSIONAL SOIL SCIENTISTS 

Regular Member ($100/year), and Student Member ($15/year).   

  Click Here for Membership Form 
Note: in this issue blue hyperlink is used to reference web links. Ctr + click to follow. 

 Membership: 2013 Business meeting was well attended, lively discussions ensued. 

Including ongoing technical and legislative issues, standards of practice, and 

programming concerns.  Effusive thanks to our speakers, volunteers and members. 

Welcome president-elect Robert K. Denton Jr., CPG, LPSS. And recognizing 

outgoing President Ryan Reed, and  past-president Kevin Seaford, AOSE, LPSS; 

for your service, and the rotating Board of Directors for all of your contributions. 
 

http://www.vapss.org/
http://vapss.org/uploads/VAPSS_APPL-Membership_Form_2014_Fill-In.pdf
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Onsite Soil Evaluator News and Notes: by Jeff T. Walker, LPSS, OSE; President VAPSS 

VAPSS’s historical strength has been in considering soil interpretation in relative 

isolation from economic factors. Soil taxonomy is neutral, offering a systematic means 

for recording observation. We haven’t made such a study of politics, nor recognized the 

competing interests at play in the marketplace. The interpretive properties stand 

independent of the potential use for the property.  

 

This polite separation is common in associations and serves the purpose of protecting 

relations among competing members who unite to advocate for the organization’s goals. 

Our goals are focused upon increasing the utility of soil scientists to address the 

interests of the citizens of the commonwealth. This is the basis of a license, and we 

recognize the duties are entrusted to professionals by delineation in statute of a scope 

of practice which is reserved to a select group based upon their possession of unique, 

identifiable, minimal competencies for safe practice. VAPSS advocates the importance 

of those qualities and recognizes our duty to provide training and experience to our field 

while advocating for greater opportunities to protect the citizen’s interests through 

relations with other professions.   

I believe in the urgency of resolving issues, which are primarily license problems 

complicated by regulation and policies which affect accountability, particularly since 

2009.  A dilemma has been establishing a marketplace for services which provide 

professional results following a precedent of design by civil servants working at public 

expense and “de-minimus standards,” with sovereign immunity under their employer’s 

interests. At last month’s WWWOOSSOP Board meeting we witnessed the Director of 

the Onsite Division admitting to the Board the “programmatic issues” prevent his staff 

from delivering the standard of work expected of competitors who are held to a higher 

standard. The Board had neither comment nor questions. 

The General Assembly is considering these issues as they affect design firms, the 
agency and the public; and we have members on each side of this deliberation. The 
public’s interest is the basis for a license, overlooking their interest in exchanging fee for 
service, most lack information normally provided by disclosure or disclaimer for other 

2014-Feb 14-Jan 13-Dec  DPOR Licensees  
119 95 92 Professional Soil Scientists  

350 351 356 On-Site Soil Evaluators -Alternative  

28 27 27 On-Site Soil Evaluators -Conventional  

7 9 13 On-Site Soil Evaluators -Interim 

1,325 1,330 1,303 Land Surveyors  

877 869 863 Geologists  

27,242 27,205 27,092 Engineers 
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professional services. Defining the scope of practice is the work of a profession, and 
others such as the landscape architects, consulting foresters, engineers, geologists and 
surveyors work diligently to define and protect their interests in providing services 
supporting the public good and can be relied upon for development or conservation of 
natural resources. This scope can only be defined by the responsible charge with 
knowledge of that project or service in consultation with the client, indeed while no result 
is guaranteed the development interests of the owner are protected by contract. 
Although we recognize the importance of honestly describing the limitations or utility for 
a particular use, our code of ethics should be in the forefront of our considerations since 
it is a systematic means of ensuring reliable service thus protecting all interests. 
 
In my opinion our schism is due to issues addressed during Chesterfield, specifically: 
standardization, professional training and judgment; obligation to the client, community 
and environment, conflict of interest and cost of compliance and services. A consumer’s 
interest wanes following the delivery of an approval, but the public’s interest continues 
so long as a system is occupied. Fundamentally the people who assess soils for siting 
sewage or storm-water structures are beholden to predictions of performance; this 
should be our common bond. We recognize VAPSS’ role in facilitating discussion and 
education both technical and professional. Our goals are unchanged since the founding. 
Dr. Mathew’s recollection of arguments among his colleagues which extended for 
weeks is not unusual, successful scientists will find the means to disagree, and 
resolution takes many paths. When interpreting for design purposes we are functioning 
as engineers, and we must recognize the sophisticated methods which include factors 
of safety, measurement and quantification of qualities and technical considerations. The 
basis of design is not the ‘cookbook” of prescriptive regulation. 
 
You can review the presentation on the work product and responsibilities from our 

Chesterfield conference. The standards of practice deserve greater attention, both for 

design and review. By the Virginia Administrative Code the code official is exempt from 

a license for his ministerial duties, but not for his proprietary (design) function. Our 

advocacy of clear standards of competence has a place at DPOR. 

Many members have questioned the demure consensus described in the SHIFT Final 

Report. Read the report, including the appendixes and develop an independent opinion 

based upon your professional judgment and interests and use this perspective when 

considering the issues. We focused upon 3 goals: reducing the conflicts of interest, 

standardization of the work product, conforming to existing policy and regulations. 

Overriding all is the duty to protect health and safety. Underlying the discussion was the 

question of value, of a permit, a design and the public’s interest in securing an outcome. 

VDH is not the only agency which requires fees to support administration and review, 

but it is unique in accepting fee for design services. 

I also understand concerns over HB1725 which resulted in action by the Board of 

Health to Amend Regulations to establish requirements for gravelless material and drip 

dispersal, your opportunity to comment will close February 14th. The committee 

meetings which I attended debated many points including trench bottom erosion, 

http://www.vapss.org/uploads/JeffWalkerVAPSS_2013_Tech_Session_abr.pdf
http://www.vdh.state.va.us/EnvironmentalHealth/Onsite/SHIFT/documents/SHIFT_Final_Report.pdf
http://www.vdh.state.va.us/EnvironmentalHealth/Onsite/SHIFT/documents/SHIFT_Final_Report.pdf
http://townhall.virginia.gov/L/viewaction.cfm?actionid=4083
http://townhall.virginia.gov/L/viewaction.cfm?actionid=4083
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footprint reduction & loading, product history, authority for design changes, affect upon 

other regulations, duty to disclose, system longevity and risk to the public for integrating 

the product into a design. These concerns were entrusted to the Board of Health who 

relied upon staff to draft Emergency Regulations to satisfy the charge.   

VAPSS board delivered an alert regarding HB409, since it addressed competition by a 

state agency with onsite design firms. I heard Delegate Webert describe the charge of 

the SHIFT committee, the report and the lack of resolution. I also witnessed the 

Delegate request the chairman of Health Welfare and Institutions deliver a letter to the 

VDH requesting description of those services which are in competition with the private 

sector, this request was affirmed by the subcommittee before the bill was tabled. To 

influence a political process we have to engage in conversation about solutions. 

If VAPSS is to succeed in improving the field of professional soil scientists we need to 

consider our role in protecting the public’s interest, including developing continuity of 

experience and training, although it requires sacrifice we need to recognize the duties, 

interests and history, and develop allies among professionals and legislators.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Virginia Regulatory Town Hall; comments closing February 14th: 

Fee Regulations: Governing Application Fees for Construction Permits for Onsite Sewage 
Disposal Systems and Private Wells (VDH) [12 VAC 5 - 620].  This topic was open for comments 
which closed in May, 2011.  
Comments are solicited reflecting consideration of whether the regulations: (i) protect public 

health, safety and welfare; (ii) alternatives may achieve the goals of the regulation; (iii) are 

based on the best reasonably available scientific, economic and other information; (iv) are 

designed to achieve their intended objective in the most efficient, cost-effective manner; (v) 

are clearly written and easily understandable by the individuals and entities affected; and, (vi) 

have been developed in accordance with laws relating to the impact of regulations on small 

businesses. The Economic impact statement asserts that there shall be no impact to small 

businesses.  

Chambers and Bundles: The Sewage Handling and Disposal Regulations (12 VAC 5-610-20 et. 

seq., the Regulations) contain construction, design, and installation requirements for gravel 

and pipe effluent absorption trench, low pressure distribution, elevated sand mound, and 

sand-on-sand systems. The Regulations, as amended, will establish construction, design, and 

installation requirements for gravelless material and drip dispersal systems.  

OSE professionals have had an effect via public comment to cause reassessment of the public’s 

interest in Regulations. (Follow the hyperlinks for information.) 

http://townhall.virginia.gov/L/comments.cfm?stageid=6062
http://townhall.virginia.gov/L/Comments.cfm?StageID=5780
http://townhall.virginia.gov/L/GetFile.cfm?File=C:/TownHall/docroot/58/3431/6062/EIA_VDH_6062_v1.pdf
http://townhall.virginia.gov/L/comments.cfm?stageid=6765
http://townhall.virginia.gov/L/comments.cfm?stageid=6592
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Soil Judging Team Attends VAPSS Conference 

Eight members of the Virginia Tech Soil Judging Team attended the VA Association of Professional Soil Scientists 

(VAPSS) meeting Oct 18-19, 2013 in Chesterfield. The conference had lectures the first day followed by a picnic and 

camping at Pocahontas State Park, then a field tour the next day. The judgers described four soil pits to demonstrate 

their skills to the society members, and interacted with members during both days and at the campout and evening 

meal, provided by Nan Gray and hosted by Jeff Walker. The “description practice” and interaction with members 

helped the soil judgers to do well at the SE Region Collegiate Soils Contest the following week in Cookeville, TN. The 

Association waived the student’s registration and student membership fees in return for the description help. “It was 

a wonderful way for the students to gain experience, show off their skills to potential employers, learn what 

professional soil scientists do, and make some contacts that may turn into job offers after college,” said Dr. John 

Galbraith, coach of the team and VAPSS liaison. 

 

 

“I was especially proud of this team. This is the most 
cooperative and hard working team we have ever 
had. They were all excellent ambassadors for the 

department and the university. All contestants did 
very well (top 30 out of 71), as would the alternates 

have done if we were not limited in the number 
competing. It was a great day to be a Hokie,” 

 
- Dr. John Galbraith. 
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The team also managed to have some fun during the contest week, in which they practiced at 12 soil 

pits and competed at four more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Virginia Tech Takes Second at the 2013 Southeast Region 
Soil Judging Championship Posted by John Galbraith on October 27, 2013 

The Virginia Tech Soil Judging Team won second place out of 11 teams at the Southeast Region 
Collegiate Soil Judging Contest in Cookeville, TN last October. The Team qualifies for the national 
contest in Doylestown, PA in April, 2014.  

 

 
The 2nd place team from Virginia Tech (left to right): Nicole 

Erdmann, Natasha Nahas, Ruth Anderson, Emily Baer, Miranda Livas, 

Julia Gillespie, Stephanie O’Neill, Emily Salkind, Mahtaab 

Bagherzadeh, and Mikayla Schrein.  Good job! 

 

The Hokies placed four in the top 11 in individual scoring, 1rst place to Julia Gillespie, senior 
Environmental Science (ENSC) major from Ashburn, VA, Ruth Anderson, senior Crop and Soil 
Science (CSS) major from Richmond, VA in 7th, Emily Salkind, senior ENSC major from Springfield, 
VA in 8th, and Miranda Livas, senior CSS major from Severna Park, MD in 11th. This is the second 
year in a row that Virginia Tech has produced the top individual scorer. Rounding out the top five 
were: Caleb Griffin, WVU; Nick Beaver, WVU; Patty Lawson, Georgia; and Adrienne Nottingham, 
WVU.  

 All eight judgers finished in the top 30 out of 71 students. Also competing for Virginia Tech were: 
Emily Baer, Junior CSS major from Woodbridge, VA; Stephanie O’Neill, senior ENSC major from 
Leesburg, VA; Natasha Nahas, junior ENSC major from Clifton, VA; and Nicole Erdmann, senior CSS 
major from Roanoke, VA. Alternate team members attending the trip were Mikayla Schrein, senior 
CSS major from Hardy, VA, and Mahtaab Bagherzadeh, junior Biology major from Falls Church, VA. 

http://www.cals.vt.edu/news/2013-region-soil-judging.html
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OTHER NOTES 
 

Soil Science Society of America offers a webinar called “Ethics or That Little Grey Area You Need to 

Pay Attention To ”  The seminar is available 24/7,  cost is $25. Found on SSSA website  

https://www.soils.org/certifications/cpss-cpsc/self-study/    

 

VAPSS Board of Directors and Officers have been busy charting our course into the future, pre-planning 

the Plan. Here are some of the highlights:  

The board met in Waynesboro for discussions, transition and business; including renewing the contract 

for Jeff Miller as VAPSS’ Executive Secretary. Many of you met Jeff in Chesterfield we are happy to have 

his experience and services. 

Dr. William J. Edmonds Memorial Scholarship  
by Alex Blackburn, LPSS, AOSE; Chairman of Education and Publicity Committee 
 

VAPSS is pleased to announce a scholarship (beginning Fall of 2014) in honor of the contributions Dr. William 

J. Edmonds made to the profession of Soil Science. Many soil scientists use the Soil Profile Description 

Manual   Dr. Edmunds developed for teaching Soil Survey and Taxonomy at Virginia Tech.   

 

Dr. Edmonds (Bill) mentored and personally influenced many in our profession as well as many in other 

professions.  Bill was actively involved in the National Cooperative Soil Survey Program through the Virginia 

Tech soil survey program and as a Professor in the Crops, Soils and Environmental Services Department at 

Virginia Tech for the best part of 50 years. It was the combination of his humble beginning, education and 

experience that made him unique. Bill understood, better than most, the real world and fieldwork. He was 

able to make the study of soil science fun, exciting and useful even for those who thought it could never be.  

 

We will have this scholarship set up and in place so that starting this fall we can help students in the Soils 

Program get fired up about our great profession. As a part of initiating this scholarship VAPSS will be 

expecting to get more student involvement in our organization. Guidelines and procedures for applying for 

this scholarship are attached below and will be distributed to universities in the Commonwealth that have a 

soils program. 

 

Funding for this scholarship is expected to come partly from VAPSS moneys and partly from contributions 

collected specifically for this scholarship.  

 

Anyone or any company interested in donating to this scholarship fund is encouraged to do so by sending 

checks made out to VAPSS and specify that it is to go toward the Dr. W. J. Edmonds scholarship. 

 

*%20%20%20%20http:/www.vdh.virginia.gov/EnvironmentalHealth/ONSITE/technicalresources/documents/2011/pdfs/soil-manual-edmunds.pdf
*%20%20%20%20http:/www.vdh.virginia.gov/EnvironmentalHealth/ONSITE/technicalresources/documents/2011/pdfs/soil-manual-edmunds.pdf
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Notes continued – 

The board staffed 3 committees with volunteers in attendance, at this time we have not made good on 

our discussions of drafting absent members or officers. 

VAPSS board chose to release our active status with our Lobbyist but we shall retain them as needed; 

Ryan, Jeff, Kevin and Lexi review & advise our BOD concerning legislative issues affecting our 

Membership. VAPSS BOD is constantly updating our Legislative priorities so that we can advise you and 

spend your money wisely. We rely on you to indicate your interests, with your support we can be 

confident that we speak with one voice. 

There were no candidates for the Spring PSS exam. Licensure Regulations have been adopted by the 

DPOR PSS Board. Feel free to write Governor McAuliffe and let him know you appreciate his recognition 

of our profession. Our members need to stay involved in political discourse. The next meeting of the 

board will be March 5th, 2014. 

VAPSS hopes to increase Membership, so let everyone know that they can join VAPSS to get the soils 

information they get want. VAPSS plans to distribute the Newsletter more widely, too. VAPSS BOD is 

committed to funding scholarship for students, and continued support for VT Soil Judging. 

VAPSS is seated on the SHADAC Board to debate and offer recommendations to policy.  

Professional Soils Scientists sat on the SHIFT Committee and HB1726 Technical Advisory Committee.  

VAPSS BOD is interested in Community Outreach and encourages all of its Members to let other folks 

know how important soils are. Talk to Garden Clubs, Schools, Civic organizations, your County’s Board of 

Supervisors or Planning Commission 

BOD discussed a Professional Soil Scientist Directory, are you in or not; we need volunteers. 

Training opportunities for membership, coming up is Storm water, also Ethics training. 

VAPSS Technical Advisory Committee, needs volunteers contact Jeff Walker (walker@swva.net) 

 

The VPI Soil Judging Team always needs your support. They work hard and bring home the trophies. 

Their next excursion is in Doylestown, PA in April, 2014 for the National Collegiate Competition. 

Donations may be sent to John Galbraith, 239 Smyth Hall (0404), Blacksburg, VA 24061.  

 

Next VAPSS Board meeting to be announced, probably be a conference call. 

 

 

 

http://www.townhall.virginia.gov/L/GetFile.cfm?File=C:/TownHall/docroot/Meeting/15/18727/Minutes_DPOR_18727_v1.pdf
mailto:walker@swva.net
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Virginia Association of  
Professional Soil Scientists  
Eds: Nan Gray and Jeff Walker 
Email: soilwork@pemtel.net  
P.O. Box 3 Newport, VA 24128  
Phone: (540) 544-779 

Remember to call Miss Utilities 

(811 or 800-552-7001) before 

you dig and get a ticket number 

to protect you and everyone on 

the project. Safety first. 

 

Postmaster: Address Service Requested 

 

2014 ADVERTISING AND ARTICLE DEADLINES  
 

SPRING 2014 (due  April 15 )  SUMMER 2014 (due July 15) 

FALL 2014 (due September 15)   WINTER 2015 (due Jan 15) 
 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Save the date! 
VAPSS Spring “lite” Session- May 17 &18th Gathering and Canoe recon soil interpretations 

–further information shall be broadcast by email. 
 

Other events: 
SSSA S-12 Soil Scientists in Puerto Rico Feb 18-21, 2014. See Meetings at Soils.org 

 
 

Forum much?  

Go to our VAPSS.org  website, send Jeff Miller an email and he’ll set up your access to the forum.  

VAPSS (spell it all out) has a Facebook page, with photos, announcements, friendly banter and 

information of newsworthy topics. Knock on door and administrator will let you in. 

 

We want to learn about you, and these social media are great tools to interact amongst the field 

of professionals; if anyone would like to create a Linked-in page we could use your help. There 

are useful technical and professional exchanges there-in. 

 

https://www.soils.org/membership/divisions/consulting-soil-scientists
http://www.vapss.org/

